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AST year, the Mark Johnston stable (MJR)

produced 195 winners in Britain which is a

fantastic achievement. But, this return was even

better than it appeared, for the stable suffered a

freakish number of defeats in close finishes.

The numbers strongly suggested that, all things being equal,

the 2017 campaign would see a seventh domestic double

century in the last nine years. And now, after 132 wins at time

of writing, the latest projections – detailed underneath – call for

an upgrading of that probability to something near ‘statistical

good thing’.

The analysis of last year’s results for the stable in the

December edition of the Kingsley Klarion led to the following

keynote conclusion:

“The likelihood is that what has been another superb

season statistically for Mark could have been even better.”

I showed then that the culprit was an unusually high number

of second places, itself a product of a low percentage of close

finishes won. But extensive research led to the conclusion that,

for a given stable, the ratio of wins-to-seconds is highly

random and therefore tends to regress towards long-term

expectations.  

In other words, a trainer who loses a lot of close finishes in

one year will usually win a lot more the next, while a trainer

who wins a lot of close finishes one year will likely not be so

lucky forever.

Last year, MJR had 195 winners and 206 seconds which is a

highly unusual ratio of 0.95 wins-to-seconds. This year, up to

July 23, the stable’s wins-to-seconds had reverted towards its

long-term ratio, with 132 wins and 116 seconds coming at a

1.14 ratio which is very close to the long-run MJR ratio of

1.18.

Notice here that I am careful about using words such as

“usually”, “likely” and “tends”. The aim of statistics is not to

win arguments; there is no such thing as absolute proof, only

shaded probability. 

Last year’s unusually low ratio could have been the result of

what statisticians call a regime shift – some new negative factor

suddenly affecting the stable’s ratio of wins to seconds which

could have persisted. Fair enough. But, in light of this season’s

ratio, the probability of this being true has diminished.

The concept that unusual statistics tend to regress towards
the mean was first formalised by the nineteenth century

scientist Sir Francis Galton, as mentioned here before. Galton -

a genius of the first order -  laid much of the foundations of

modern-day statistical models which forecast important things

like the weather and the economy (his maths is not to blame for

the global financial crisis of 2008, I hasten to add). We will

harness those same ideas here.

Table 1 shows the stable’s winners total up to July 23 for
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MJR 2017 PROGRES

In this article, a progress report for the stable’s statistics will

be conducted for results up to and including July 23. This

will be compared with previous campaigns, and factors

affecting it will be discussed. Finally, a projected total of

winners for the year will be attempted, and the percentage

chance of both a double-century and a personal-best total

of winners in Britain for the stable will be estimated.
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each of the past 8 seasons, 2009-2016.

The stable has had an average of 126 winners up to July 23,

and an average of 82 after, for an average total of 208. This

data is plotted in Figure 2.

The intuition needed for Figure 2 is this: if you read off the

total numbers of winners before July 23 along the horizontal

axis, then trace vertically up to the red dashed line, the likely

number of winners after July 23 can be read off by following a

horizontal line across to the vertical axis.

As can be inferred from Table 1, MJR’s 132 winners up to

July 23 is the third-highest total for this period since 2009, and

the most since 2014. Not bad considering many of the two-

year-olds did not come in early! 

Now, notice how the red line slopes down? This describes a

negative relationship between wins before and after July 23.

That is, the more MJR winners notched before July 23, the

fewer tend to follow. 

There are two main reasons. The first we have covered is

that high win totals tend to be a function of MJR runners

getting home in a lot of close finishes, and this tends to be

unsustainable. The second is that the more horses lose their

maiden tags or go up in the handicap, the more a high win-rate

gets a brake put on it. 

But we also need to consider how accurate our model is

likely to be. In Figure 2, some of the blue dots are a long way

from the red line. In other words, even when we were fitting

our model to past results, the estimated total of winners from

July 23 was widely different from the realised total. And,

models tend to be even less accurate when applied to the

future, or ‘out of sample’ as they say.

To improve the model of post-July 23 winners, it needs more

features, more predictor variables, to make it more accurate. At

the same time, we don’t want to lose sight of the importance of

parsimony (of ‘keeping it simple’ in the modern vernacular).

And that is where adding just one more variable – second

places – comes in. If we know both wins and seconds before

July 23, it turns out we can make a better projection of winners

post-July 23. A stable’s total of past winners combined with

its total of past seconds makes for a better prediction of

future winners than does the total of past winners alone.

The likely accuracy of any statistical projection should be

expressed using confidence intervals. You may remember these

from school: for instance, ‘95% of adult male giraffes are 18ft

tall, plus or minus 2ft’.

Using the model with inputs of winners and seconds, the

post-July 23 winners total for 2017 comes out at 84 with a

confidence interval of 12. That is, in 95% of projected seasons,

the observed total of winners after July 23 should come out

between 72 and 96. 

You can see from the data in Table 1 that 84 post-July 23

winners would be the third-highest total since 2009. It is

therefore far from unreasonable. In 2012, when MJR notched

up an amazing 103 winners in this period, the winners-to-

seconds ratio was 1.37, so we might infer that a fair bit of luck

was involved in close finishes which was notably missing last

year.

The projected total of winners for all 2017 is 204 to 228

(with 95% confidence). The most likely total is 216. (Notice

that the confidence interval does NOT include win totals of

199 or fewer – according to the model, this is highly

unlikely.)

Significantly, 216 winners in Britain is the joint-best

achieved by MJR, in 2009 and 2013. If this season’s

projection is correct, it is a coin-flip statistically as to

whether that total will be eclipsed.

But, remember what I said about statistical projections being

less about winning arguments and more about capturing

probability? A range of values either side of 216 is highly

plausible because statistical models can only be so good as the

variables they contain, and

most of the time models

are less accurate than this. 

Remember the words of

the great statistician

George Box: “All models

are wrong, but some are

still useful.” The

projections in this article

do not account for a

myriad of factors which a

stable insider might know

of, factors which are

doubtless in flux every

year, but the numbers tend

to come out right

nonetheless. We will see

how ‘wrong’ the model is

this year.

Year to Jul23 

Wins

to Jul23

Seconds

Ratio from Jul23 

Wins

from Jul23 

Seconds

Ratio TOTAL

WINS

2009 134 101 1.33 82 62 1.32 216

2010 130 98 1.33 81 70 1.16 211

2011 108 83 1.30 71 74 0.96 179

2012 112 86 1.30 103 75 1.37 215

2013 130 115 1.13 86 84 1.04 216

2014 146 104 1.40 61 74 0.81 207

2015 125 100 1.25 79 67 1.18 204

2016 118 110 1.07 77 96 0.80 195

Figure 2: MJR winners before (horizontal axis)
and after (vertical axis) July 23, 2009 - 16

Table 1: MJR winners, seconds and winners-to-seconds ratio, 
pre- and post-July 23, 2009 - 2016


